Five commissioners investigating murder of Aquino resign

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — President Ferdinand E. Marcos suffered another political blow yesterday when all five panelists investigating the murder of opposition leader Benigno Aquino resigned because of their impartiality had been questioned.

"It appears that the image of the commission for impartiality and capacity of its members to do justice to every man are being questioned," four of the five resigning commissioners said in a letter to Marcos.

Opposition leaders and Aquino's family charged the panel was biased and under Marcos' control.

The presidential palace said in a news release that Marcos "remains receptive to suggestions in order to accommodate large numbers of family members who would attend.

Schmutz said.

The commission's original chairman, Supreme Court Chief Justice Enrique Fernando, resigned last month after opposition charges that he was subservient to Marcos.

The five commission members touched off a one-minute standing ovation yesterday, the commissioner said they are quitting to give way to a more credible panel.

Soviet intentions in the Lebanon conflict.

Sen. Quayle tells ND law students 'War Powers Act unnecessary'

By KAREN MCCLOSKEY and PAUL McGINN

Sen. Dan Quayle, R-Ind., told Notre Dame Law School students yesterday the War Powers Act is unnecessary because "Congress can impose its will any time it gets the guts to do it."

"The War Powers Act, adopted in 1973, created a procedure to check the constitutional tug-of-war between the president and Congress about the deployment of troops to hostile areas," Quayle said.

Congress invoked the act last month after two U.S. Marines in Lebanon were killed Aug. 29. President Reagan and Congress agreed to invoke the War Powers Act for 18 months.

Quayle, a member of the Armed Services Committee, termed the War Powers Act a "clumsy piece of legislation" whose purpose is to control the "very jealous jurisdictional framework that the Congress and the executive branch share."

The president, as commander in chief of the armed forces, claims the right to deploy forces; Congress, because of its "power of the purse," could block any such presidential action by cutting defense funds, he said.

Quayle noted that in the latest Congressional debates President Reagan's reason for sending troops to Lebanon were overshadowed by "procedural arguments" about the length of time the Marines should remain there.

The 18-month limit was adopted to avoid conflicts with the 1984 presidential election and to allow Lebanon to stabilize its government, according to Quayle.

Reagan administration officials want to establish a strong central government and remove all foreign troops from Lebanon while securing Israel's northern border, he said.

Quayle said the recent deployment of Soviet SS-21 medium range missiles in Syria destabilizes the entire Middle East, and has made administration officials nervous about Syrian intentions in the Lebanon conflict.

Chances planned for Jr. Parents Weekend

By SUSAN SAKER

Plans are under way for the 1984 Junior Parents Weekend, scheduled for Feb. 17-19, and its organizers have made several changes from last year's event in order to accommodate large numbers of family members who would attend.

Mike Schmutz, chairman of this year's JPW committee, said major events will be re-located for both financial and logistical reasons.

The cocktail dance on Feb. 17 will be held in the arena of the ACC in stead of the Century Center. This change would allow Notre Dame Food Services to cater the meal and thus cut down on the cost of the weekend, Schmutz said.

Mass on Saturday afternoon, normally held in Sacred Heart Church, will also be held in the arena of the ACC so as to alleviate over-crowding in recent years. University President Father Theodore Hesburgh has been asked to celebrate the Mass if he has not yet given an answer, Schmutz.

Other events will be scheduled similar to last year's proceedings. Saturday morning, all four academic colleges will present informational workshops for parents and students, and faculty members will speak concerning their respective fields. Saturday evening, dinner will be served in the fieldhouse of the ACC after which parents and students are invited to attend receptions within the dorms.

The Knights of Columbus Building has been the center of a great deal of controversy the past few weeks.

The president, as commander in chief of the armed forces, claims the right to deploy forces; Congress, because of its "power of the purse," could block any such presidential action by cutting defense funds, he said.
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In Brief

Mostly cloudy and mild with high in mid 60s. An 80 percent chance tonight with low in mid 50s and cooler to tomorrow with high in mid to upper 50s. — AP

Cardinal Terence Cooke was eulogized yesterday as a "priest's priest" at a funeral designed as a "celebration of joy." A 1965 graduate of Saint Mary's, Sister Kathleen received her master's degree in business and managerial accounting from George Washington University in 1973. Sister Kathleen served as principal of St. Cecelia's Academy in Washington, D.C. from 1976-81 and some 100,000 Soviet troops have been in Afghanistan since 1979.
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Cap'n Crunch and complacency

As you sit in the dining hall these days, you may notice something in the air. Or the lack of something in the air. The change in the conversation in the dining hall, so goes the campus. But what is being discussed over the chicken sandwiches at lunch this semester?

Not much, beyond Cap'n Crunch, sidewalk construction and a mediocre football season.

When a children's folk cereal and artistic methods of displaying concrete become the burning issue of the day, you know problems are on their way.

Yet vast strides in campus improvement have been made since May.

The preparations of a long and sketchy plan to turn the campus into the symbol of Cooke's authority in life and the resting place of his soul are being placed on the Fieldhouse mall just as Dean Roemer was preparing last year to "save the lawns" directive of the year.

Then what happened?

After many long months of rapid progress, things have hit a screeching halt. For a time, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's administrators and students were really listening to each other. These improvements are evident in the fact that the lovely new lawn was not trampled on by the prayers of late-night basketball ball worshippers. And the final rolls of sod were being placed on the Fieldhouse mall just as Dean Roemer was preparing last year to "save the lawns" directive of the year.

Cooke's United Way campaign is an example. It was decided that dorm competition was perhaps not the best way to encourage students to contribute. This decision and another approach should have been developed with the help of students who had the time and desire to promote the campaign. Because this wasn't done, the 1983 campaign will probably be the least successful in years. It could have worked, though. At least the new lawn is not as bad as the old one.

That situation stands unresolved. The three sides, students, the faculty and the administration, sit and listen. Sometimes it's not so much what you do (within reason) but just the fact that you do something at all. Right now, a whole lot of people are sitting for not doing anything at all.

Besides, stirring up the fires keeps things interesting. There are some real benefits to keeping everyone on their toes. Then, when something really important needs to be accomplished, you don't have all the small interactions along the way have made it a little easier. It also increases the spectrum of banter and conversation.

Next time Cap'n Crunch leads off the list of noontime topics, maybe you should start to worry.

Of Interest

The film "Killing us Softly" will be shown tonight at 9 and 10 in the Center for Social Concerns. The film maintains that most advertising campaigns are underlaid by psychological and sexual themes. The film says the $50 billion ad business profits from fears and insecurities of consumers. The hall hour presentation is sponsored by the Notre Dame Women's Caucus. — AP

Weather

A 60 percent chance today of thundershowers. Mostly cloudy and mild with high in mid 60s. An 80 percent likelihood of thundershowers tonight and tomorrow. Warmer tonight with low in mid 50s and cooler tomorrow with high in mid to upper 50s. — AP

School's governing body convenes for its first meeting of 1983-84. will join the Saint Mary's College Board of Regents Oct. 19 when the day as a "priest's priest" at a funeral designed as a "celebration of joy." Catholic schools are an answer to the prayers of late-night basketball ball worshippers. And the final rolls of sod were being placed on the Fieldhouse mall just as Dean Roemer was preparing last year to "save the lawns" directive of the year.
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Mechanics offer maintenance tips for South Bend winter driving

By KEVIN BINGER
Staff Reporter

There are three simple steps you can take to protect your car from the upcoming South Bend winter: drive it home, put it in your garage, and leave it there.

If you can't part with your car, however, you can increase your chances of getting through winter with some preventative maintenance. Here is a list of things to check before the snow starts falling:

The radiator: David Dudeck of Mike's Maple Lane Standard, 1706 South Bend Ave., recommends the radiator be flushed every other year. Plugging a radiator cleans dirt and foreign materials out of the cooling system. Flushing solution can be found in any auto parts store, and the procedure may be performed by anyone. Drain the radiator, add flushing solution, reheat the radiator, and run the car at idle for 10 to 15 minutes. Then drain the solution and put in fresh antifreeze. The correct ratio of antifreeze to water is 50-50.

Mike's currently charges $19.99 for flushing radiators, and this inclades checking all the hoses for leaks and insufficient antifreeze which could cause the engine to freeze and crack. If you have a cracked engine block, that's the end of it, says Al Veldman, owner of Al Veldman's Standard, Highway 51 and Dixie Way South. "It's very expensive (to repair)."

The battery: If you don't have a sealed battery, remove the caps and make sure the solution covers the metal plates inside. If it doesn't, just add water. If you have a weak battery in the summer, it's not going to start in the winter," says Dubeck.

The oil and filters: The oil, oil filter and air filter should be changed every 2,500 to 3,000 miles, no matter what the season. Most service stations use 10w-40 all season motor oil. The air filter should be changed only if dirty. If you can't see light through it, change it.

Plugs and points: Both Dubeck and Veldman recommend a tune-up to check the plugs and points and adjust the carburetor. The points are located in the distributor cap, through which the current passes from the battery to the plugs. All but very late model cars have points in the distributor cap.

When starting the car, 12 volts of electricity run through the points. This is when the points can burn out. When the car is running, only 6 volts run through the points.

If the plugs are fouled, the car will start without flashing, risking burnt out points and a run-down battery.

An owner with a spark plug wrench can change spark plugs. Ex-screw the plugs, being careful not to scratch the ceramic casing, and replace them. If the tips are black, replace them.

Laundromat dirty students claim

By BARBARA STEVENS
News Staff

If you want to see a clean Badin Hall laundromat, your best bet is to bring your laundry at night or during the after­noon often find leaves, old newspapers, debris, and lint scattered on the floor.

Frank Johnson, one of four supervisors of janitorial services here, said the cleaning staff has to work hard to keep the laundry clean all day. Also, the front door is left open, so debris gets trapped in there.

"G enerally it's clean," says Jim Johnson, one of four supervisors of janitorial services here. "But the room is small," said Johnson, "and with hundreds of students going in and out it's not going to stay clean all day. Also, the paper towels in the trash can get pulled out of the trash can.
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"G enerally it's clean," says Jim Johnson, one of four supervisors of janitorial services here. "But the room is small," said Johnson, "and with hundreds of students going in and out it's not going to stay clean all day. Also, the paper towels in the trash can get pulled out of the trash can.
Tentative settlement reached in Canal case

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — A proposed multimillion-dollar settlement in the Love Canal toxic contamination case was reached between Occidental Petroleum and 1,345 residents whose homes were built on a chemical dump site, the company and attorneys for the residents said yesterday.

The tentative accord would resolve 94 percent of the claims against Occidental Petroleum, Occidental Chemical Corp., the city of Niagara Falls, the state of New York and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.

The Love Canal Homeowners Association was notified of the tentative agreement by mail over the weekend, and residents, although pleased, had some reservations, said Joanne Hale, a spokeswoman for the group.

There's been false hope in Love Canal before, she said. "How can you get excited about knowing we can pay for our kids' leukemia down the line?"

Hooker Chemical and Plastics Corp., a subsidiary of Occidental, dumped more than 20,000 tons of chemical wastes into Love Canal for a decade before abandoning the dump in 1953 when it was sold to the Niagara Falls Board of Education. A school and a housing development were built on the clay-capped dump.

Love Canal became a toxic waste disaster in August 1978 when state health officials ordered the evacuation of pregnant women and children because of possible contamination of the community by leaking chemicals from a dumpsite.

Hooker said it had no responsibility after selling the property to the Niagara Falls Board of Education in 1952. Hooker also said chemicals did not leak from the dump until after the city of Niagara Falls broke the clay seal that had been placed on top of the dump.

continued from page 1

In the event of a nuclear attack on the U.S., the doomsday plane would serve as a communications center from which the president could direct the country.

Persons living in the area surrounding Grissom "always knew they were a Soviet target," and the decision to move the plane from its Washington base "is not going to change that one bit," he said.

Quayle said persons living in the Kokomo area have been supportive of keeping the Air Force base open to promote growth in the economically troubled region. Quayle said: "I asked about Secretary of Interior James Watt's resignation. Quayle remarked Watt was "one of few people who can go around periodically offending 20 to 30 million Americans."

While in South Bend, Quayle also spoke to the Region 4 convention of the American University Continuing Education Association and endorsed Republican senatorial candidates from Michigan and South Bend.

The lecture was sponsored by the White Center, the department in the law school which studies public policy and organized Quayle as the second speaker in a lecture series sponsored by the center to give students the opportunity to talk with political leaders.

John Gilligan, former governor of Ohio and the White Center director, said Quayle was chosen because, as a member of the Armed Services Committee, he is qualified to speak on the War Powers Act. The issue is not only important because of its timeliness but because its profound constitutional questions have all law students looking at it," Gilligan said.

How to make peace with Tolstoy

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of six deliciously different flavors from General Foods International Coffees. 

Suisse Mocha

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

If you're not sure about the academic wars, but want to stay informed, you can also enjoy a cup of Suisse Mocha. It's the perfect way to enjoy a good read or a quiet conversation with friends.

General Foods International Coffees

AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration put its search for James Watt's successor on a fast track yester- day, looking forward to a controversy-free, Wester- ner as interior secretary.

While no single name emerged as a clear-cut, Reagan aides said the president hoped to an- nounce his choice in a week or 14 days. Presidential counselor Edwin Meese III insisted that no list of names was drawn up before Watt resigned, but he said the selection process would now begin in earnest.

For the time being, Watt will remain as interior secretary, agreeing- to stay on the job until a succes- sor is confirmed by the Senate. Meese said the administration hoped to have its nominee in place by the time Congress adjourns next month.

While Meese refused to speculate about possible successors, other admin- istration and Capitol Hill sources said names in the running included former Sen. Clifford Ham- sen, who was Reagan's first choice for the job back in 1980; Rep. Manuel Lujan, R-N.M.; R-N.M., Energy Secretary Donald Hodel, who served as Watt's top aide for two years, for- mer House Minority Leader John Rhodes, R-Ariz.; former Sen. James

Buckley, R-N.Y., and J.J. Simmons III, Watt's current deputy. Hansen, of Wyoming, turned down Watt's resignation Monday before, main- ly because he did not want to be sub- jected to the stiff financial disclosures required of nominees. But Hansen said after Watt's resigna- tion that those requirements have been relaxed somewhat.

"I am sure the president has a lot of good people to consider and I am com- plimented if I am one of them," Hansen said, adding that he had not been asked to throw his hat into the ring by anyone from the administration.

Watt, meanwhile, remained on the sidelines at a conference in California ranch where he read his resignation to reporters in a cow pasture. As Watt's press secretary briefed reporters yesterday, Watt could be seen playing tennis in the background with ranch owner Thomas Barrack.

"This is a period of decompress- tion for him," said Doug Baldwin, Watt's chief spokesman. Baldwin said Watt would probably stay at the ranch until the end of the week.

Watt himself had come to the conclusion at the end of last week that he was best for him to resign after the furor over his appearance as a black, woman, two Jews and a cripple on a coal leasing advisory panel.

"I am not sure if that dream of harmony is possible," said Baldwin. Watt, meanwhile, remained on the sidelines at a conference in California ranch where he read his resignation to reporters in a cow pasture. As Watt's press secretary briefed reporters yesterday, Watt could be seen playing tennis in the background with ranch owner Thomas Barrack.
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Crunch contest

Dear Editor:

In response to a letter on Monday, October 3 by Jerry Powers, the Sophomore Class Officers wish to express their position concerning the Cap's Crunch Fest.

Mr. Powers objects mainly to two features of the contest. First, he states that the contest will "further prove the depths of Notre Dame's insulation from the real world of double digit unemployment in South Bend and other 'realities' of our times." Using this logic any hint on the part of the University can prove this insulation. Perhaps An Trstral, homecoming, and even football games, where thousands of people come to have a (good) time, can prove this insulation. Maybe instead we should all stay home and wallow in the faltering economy. The Sopho­more Class for one does not think so. Our job is to hold events for the benefit of the class.

We have met, and other realities of our times. 'Using this of double digit unemployment in South Bend and other 'realities' of our times. This logic any hint on the part of the University can prove this insulation. Perhaps An Trstral, homecoming, and even football games, where thousands of people come to have a (good) time, can prove this insulation. Maybe instead we should all stay home and wallow in the faltering economy. The Sopho­more Class for one does not think so. Our job is to hold events for the benefit of the class. The Cap's Crunch Fest not only benefits the class, but the entire University.

The second objection Mr. Powers gives is that the Fest "is a prime example of the giving of the excess of your excess, rather than your substance." The fact remains at least we are giving. Incidentally the $1000 Quaker Oats is donating in addition to $1500 that the contest will earn in entry fees. Thus, directly, because of the Cap's Crunch Fest, $2500 will be given to the needy. Without this event they would have had $2500 more in need. We ask, is Mr. Powers questioning that we, the Uni­versity, or Quaker Oats take this money away from them?

We have stated two parties, the University and the needy, that will directly benefit from the Cap's Crunch Fest. We wish to know if Mr. Powers can tell anyone that doesn't.

The Sophomore Class Officers

Laundry stolen

Dear Editor:

As a freshman, I'm very impressionable these first few months as to the character of this university. I hope to God the following episode is not indicative. A few weeks ago I had a load of laundry to do at Badin Hall Laundry. I put my clothes in the dryer (two loads) and returned to my room to find much missing to do. Who would take somebody else's clothes, especially at a place like Notre Dame?

Right...wrong. I guess experience really is the great teacher.

Well, all I can say is that the person with five new shirts, two new pairs of pants, and two pairs of running shorts better he ple. You (God help me) absolutely don't care at all about the reputation of your soon-to-be alma mater. You have just taken one-half of my frugal wardrobe. If you read this letter, please consider returning these clothes to 367 Dillon. If not, I hope they don't fit.

It appears I've tried to appeal to your con­science, you're right. On the other hand, it appears you have no conscience. Clanmates, please bear with me until Christmas as I'll be wearing the same clothes every other day.

Frank Pimentel

Degree for Yazz

Dear Editor:

Some twenty years ago a freshman at Notre Dame decided to forgo the remainder of his education to pursue a career in professional baseball. This freshman went on to distinguish himself in the game as few others ever have.

As you know, Carl Yastrzemski has retired after 23 seasons with the Boston Red Sox. He accomplished much during his career and will be inducted into the Hall of Fame one day. Mr. Yastrzemski will be remembered for how he played the game. His pride and determination to succeed, coupled with a true sense of sportsmanship are qualities which sustained his achievements. In a time of diminishing ex­pectations and tarnished heroes he has been committed to honest endeavor and ambition.

It feels it would be appropriate to honor Mr. Yastrzemski with an honorary degree from the University. Through still not officially a Notre Dame man, Mr. Yastrzemski ex­emplifies the personal values Notre Dame has always embodied.

F. W. Dow, Jr.
Class of '73
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The Squash Club will hold an organizational meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Lafoutaine Little Theatre. All students and faculty members interested in joining are encouraged to attend. The meeting will be held in the gym of the Student Center. Please bring your squash equipment so that we can get an idea of how much interest there is in the club. For more information, call 239-6100.

The women's cross country team of Notre Dame competed in the Western Michigan Invitational meet last Sunday. The meet involved Notre Dame, Michigan, Michigan State, and Western Michigan, as well as six other schools. Top finishers for Notre Dame were Rose Marie Laking, Attie Attea, Mary Beth Fiske, Patty Santos, and Susan Wachowski.

Tonight is Trivia Night on WSNM AM 64's Sports of Sundays. The program begins at 10 p.m. and will air on Saturday. There will be a $50 prize for the winners.

The fourth annual running of The Race is set for October 15, 1983. 10,500 footrace and fun run are sponsored by the Broadway Christian Parish United Methodist Church and the South Bend YMCA. The race is a fund-raising event for both organizations. Registration forms for the race can be obtained at Broadway Christian Parish, the YMCA, the Athlete's Foot in University Park Mall, and the Athletic Annex stores in Scottsdale Mall and the University Commons.

Any interested anyone interested in joining a grad/faculty soccer league, call the Non-Varsity Athletics office (239-6100) and leave your name and number. — The Observer

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be meeting tomorrow, October 12, at 7 p.m. in room 20 of Hayes-Healy. All are welcome to attend. — The Observer

The Windsurfing Club will be meeting at 8 p.m. on Thursday in the LaFortune lobby to discuss our constituent standing and to make arrangements for our Fall races. This is the Sun dynasty and we are beginning to pursue our goal of becoming a league, call the N on Varsity Athletics office (239-6100) and leave your name and number. — The Observer

**NOTICES**

Motor Devaney Cars available for students to ordernot available in the country

The USF UHILL ad is a Friday. Get applications from dorm reps, at the An experience that will open your eyes

**LOST/FOUND**

STUDENT HONOR CORDS (Length 100-120 inches) Trademark 1983, need 4. Give to Roy at the Center for Student Activities.

I need 6 GA to any home game, call Dan 1022.

LOST: TI58 Calculator, Nieuwland Room 10701!

LOST one black TI-30 calculator in 3rd period, call 239-6100.

LOST one blue Velcro wallet. Call 232-3245 or 272-4263.

LOST ONE BLUE VELCRO WALLET.

I need 2 USC STUD OR GA S. Call Dan Kelly 284-4074.

NEED 2 OR 4 TICKETS TO Pitt Game, G.A. that or more NAVY GA's soon. Please call 284-5502.

WANT: I need to buy a Navy game ticket, back to 232-6601.

NEED 4 3or 4 GAs for ANY HOME Game.

GET YOUR URBAN PLUNGE APPLICATIONS IN BY FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14.

**FOR SALE**

NEED 4 OF THE BEST GA s for USC (40 points). Call 239-6100.

2 BR TOWNHOUSE 2 1/2 BATH IN ROSE CREEK. 284-0718.

FOR SALE: 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM HOME IN ST. LOUIS. ST. LOUIS-ST. LOUIS-ST. LOUIS Need a place to live when you come back to campus. Rent is $300 a month. Call 239-6100.

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE: UNDERGRAD SCHOOL SUPER-INTENDENT. VALUE PLEASE CALL STEVE at 232-0550.

FOR SALE: All the other slugs off the water! Boston, Chicago, St. Louis and all the other teams!!!
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Nebraska no longer unanimous choice

By HERSHEY NISSENSON
Associated Press

For the first time in three weeks, Nebraska is not a unanimous choice as the nation's No. 1 college football team.

The Cornhuskers' 14-10 squelcher over unranked Oklahoma State cost them their first-place votes in this week's Associated Press poll and also left them five points short of being an unanimous pick again.

Nebraska received 55 of 60 first-place votes and 1,195 points. This was two points shy of 1,197 votes and 1,197 points, which Nebraska had received the past two weeks. The Cornhuskers had received 56 of 60 first-place votes, starting with the preseason poll.

The other five first-place ballots went to Texas, runner-up for the fourth week in a row. The Longhorns, who defeated Oklahoma 28-16 and dropped the Sooners from eighth place to 11th, totaled 1,144 points.

Although this week's Top Twenty consists of the same 20 teams as last week, there was considerable shuffling. With Alabama falling from third to 11th after losing to Penn State 34-28, North Carolina, a 36-10 winner over Wake Forest, rose from fourth to third with 1,014 points and West Virginia, which was idle, climbed from fifth to fourth with 985 points.

Oklahoma, seventh a week ago, jumped to fifth with 996 points following a 29-10 rout of previously unbeaten Kentucky. Ohio State downed Purdue 33-22 and remained in sixth place with 961 points.

Florida moved up from ninth to seventh with 896 points by whipping Vanderbilt 29-10. Georgia cracked the Top Ten for the first time this season, truncating Mississippi 56-11 and vaulting from 11th to eighth with 725 points.

Arizona went up from 10th to ninth with 702 points by crushing Colorado State 52-21 and Miami of Florida jumped from 12th to 10th with a 42-14 rout of Louisville, good for 600 points.

The Second Ten consists of Alabama, Southern Methodist, Michigan, Iowa, Oklahoma, Maryland, Washington, Arizona State, Illinois and Brigham Young.

Last week, it was Georgia, Miami, SMU, Michigan, Iowa, Maryland, Washington tied for 16th, Arizona State, Illinois and BYU.

Penn State tied for 17th, with Arizona State, Illinois and BYU.

Michigan State and Penn State tied for 18th, with Arizona State, Illinois and BYU.

The Top Twenty college football teams in the Associated Press Poll, with points awarded on a scale of 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1.

1. Nebraska (55) 6-0-0 1,195
2. Texas (54) 6-0-0 1,144
3. North Carolina 6-0-0 1,014
4. West Virginia 6-0-0 985
5. Oklahoma 6-1-1 961
6. Georgia 6-1-1 922
7. Penn State 6-1-1 896
8. Auburn 6-1-1 860
9. Ohio State 6-1-1 817
10. Florida 5-1-1 774
11. Mississippi 5-0-1 751
12. Michigan 5-1-0 717
13. Oklahoma State 5-1-0 673
14. Iowa 4-1-0 416
15. Ohio State 4-1-0 406
16. Washington 4-1-1 396
17. Arizona State 3-0-1 245
18. Illinois 3-0-1 201
19. Maryland 3-0-1 185
20. Arizona 3-0-1 168
21. Boise State 2-0-0 159
22. BYU 2-0-0 158
23. Michigan State 2-0-0 157
24. Arizona State 2-0-0 145
25. SMU 2-0-0 139

... Invite

continued from page 12

that was tailored to race conditions. We began the workout when all of us were already tired.

"Although most of the guys had an oof race today, we're still a team of potential," continued Courtney. "We're going to keep getting better throughout the season." The disappointing part of Friday's race for Notre Dame was that their final four men ran the last two miles in over 10:15, much slower than their first two miles.

The best strategy to win in cross country is to get in front of the pack and stay there. At this time, some of the Notre Dame runners are having problems with the latter part of that simple strategy.

For Bill Courtney, however, Coach Joe Piane's training methods have begun to pay dividends. One can only hope that the rest of the Notre Dame team will follow suit, because the Irish participate in the Indiana Big State Meet this Friday at 11 a.m.

... Tourney

continued from page 12

The loss brings Notre Dame's record to 11-11-1 against three losses. This was the first game of the season for the Irish that did not end in a shutout for one team.

Three Notre Dame players were named to the Panther Invitational Tournament team. Forward Rich Herdegen, backcourt Dom Diiano, and guardkeaper Mark Steenak each received this honor.

IRISH ITEMS Junior Rich Herdegen leads the team in scoring, with 29 points this season. He has moved into a tie for third place on the all-time Irish scoring list, with 90 career points.

Senior Rob Snyder is sixth on that list, with 70 points, and senior Ken Harkcomer is seventh, with 64 points.

The Irish will play host Friday night to Marquette. The match begins at 11 p.m. under the lights at Cartier Field. On Sunday, Notre Dame plays Chicago on Alumni Field at 2:00.
By JOHN MENNELL  
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame's women's tennis team defeated all but Western Michigan in the seventh annual Irish Invitational to earn second place. The Irish did win their other three matches in the tournament against Central Michigan, Toledo, and Saint Mary's.

Saint Mary's, meanwhile, besides losing to Notre Dame, also lost to Western Michigan and tied with both Toledo and Central Michigan. Irish coach Sharon Petro was pleased with her team's overall performance. The Irish lost only five of 24 matches during the tournament, with four of those being to Western Michigan.

But Petro was not totally satisfied with the showing of her team. "Inconsistency was a problem," Petro afterward. "In some cases we would get ahead and then let down. That's how we lost some key matches."

The strongest performance in the tournament for the Irish was by the second doubles team of Greta Roemer and Cathy Schnell. "They played good tennis," Petro remarked. "They were sharp all weekend."

Roemer and Schnell won against Western Michigan 6-2, 6-3; Central Michigan 6-0, 6-0; Saint Mary's 6-0, 6-1; and Toledo by default.

Notre Dame's first doubles team of Mary Collignon and Paivi Fischette also had an undefeated weekend. They beat Western Michigan 6-0, 6-4; Central Michigan 6-0, 6-0; Saint Mary's 5-6, 6-2, 6-0; and Toledo 6-0, 6-1.

Notre Dame's singles players all suffered at least one loss. First singles player Susie Panfler lost to Western Michigan 3-6, 6-2, but won against Central Michigan 6-0, 6-0; Saint Mary's 6-3, 6-0, and Toledo 6-1, 4-6, 6-2.

Second singles player Lisa LaFrittia played much better against Sue Weigand (of Western Michigan) than last year," said Petro. "Lisa also had a nice win against Toledo."

LaFrittia lost to Western Michigan but won her other three matches. Laura Lee, Notre Dame's third singles player, "is playing much smarter tennis than ever before," Petro said. "She is much more controlled."

Lee's only loss of the weekend was also to Western Michigan.

Petro said that fourth singles player, freshman JoAnne Biator, "had some problems," but yet the coach is not worried. She attributes Biator's problems to being a fresh man and having to adjust to the academic load, as well as to being an athlete.

Biator lost to Western Michigan and Toledo but won against Saint Mary's and Central Michigan. "She'll come along real well," said Petro.

"We've got a lot to learn from this weekend," Petro says. "If we can learn from this and apply it to something more important it is for the best."

Petro wishes that the team could get more tough competition in the fall, but many of the teams play fewer matches then. Petro said she likes the Irish Invitational because it brings in a lot of competition.

Belles win despite errors
By KATHY MURPHY  
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's volleyball team played their last home game of the season Friday night at the Angela Athletic Facility. Although the Belles won the match, they did not exactly go out in style. Despite inconsistent and mediocre play, the Belles managed to defeat the University of Michigan — Dearborn, 15-2, 13-15, 5-15, 15-9, and 15-7.

In the first game, Saint Mary's came out strong and quickly disposed of their opponent in a 10-minute game.

In games two and three, Saint Mary's looked like a different team. They committed numerous errors on both offense and defense. The defense did not cover their positions, as the ball frequently hit the floor, while the offensive side could not set up any good scoring opportunities.

"The girls were tentative," said Saint Mary's coach Brian Goralski. "They were all waiting for someone else to make the play."

"We had a lack of mental concentration," said Goralski. "I think that the girls were trying too hard. However, the Belles bounced back to win the final two games of the match. The difference was a more solid defense and a more aggressive offense."

Although the Belles were victorious, Goralski was not very happy with his team's efforts.

"We played very well in practice (last week)," said Goralski, "but we just didn't play well tonight."

This season the Belles have a relatively young and experienced team.

"The freshmen are not real aggressive," said Goralski. "I've been working with them after practice to make them more aggressive."

The Belles will need to play with more aggressiveness as well as consistency when they face two tough opponents this week. Today, Saint Mary's plays Western Michigan and on Friday they face Marion.

Saint Mary's will also meet these two teams in the NASA pre-tournament in late October to compete for a bid to the state tournament.

Goralski feels that it is very important for the team to do encouraging pre-tournament play.

"Our team attitude is much better and the girls are really getting into playing volleyball," said Goralski. "As we continue to gain experience we will be a stronger team."
The Observer

Managers announce lineups

Series opens tonight in Baltimore

Associated Press

BALTIMORE - Baltimore Orioles’ Manager Joe Altobelli announced a lineup yesterday for the first game of the 1983 World Series that did not include designated hitter Ken Singleton.

"Believe me," Altobelli said, "I did some soul-searching, even before we got this far, even while we were playing Chicago."

While the Orioles were beating Chicago in four games in the American League Championship Series there was no problem. The designated hitter is a fixture in that league, including the playoffs.

The World Series, which begins here tonight is another story. This year, being an odd numbered year, the designated hitter is not used in the World Series, and Altobelli had a decision to make.

"The biggest thing I do is want to put Kenny in the outfield and have him do something that would damage his career," Altobelli said. "He hasn’t played out there for two years, and that would be a tall order."

So, Altobelli announced a starting lineup, in batting order, of: Al Bumbry, center field; Jim Dwyer, right field; Cal Ripken Jr., shortstop; Eddie Murray, first base; John Lowenstein, left field; Richauer, second base; Todd Cruz, third base, and Rick Dempsey, catcher.

Left-hander Scott McGregor, 18-7, will go with Mike Boddicker, then probably Mike Flanagan, a left-hand.

After McGregor, Altobelli said he would go with Mike Boddicker, then probably Mike Flanagan, a left-hand.
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halted to do so against Miami, has apparently worked out the consistency problem.

"We have shown some consistency over the last two games," Doerrger says. "If we can go out in the first half against Army and hit people hard and keep the pressure on, maybe we can continue to do it for the rest of the season.

"I really think that we can do it," Doerrger says, "partly because we are pretty close as a group, and work that way. All us guys hang around to-".

The unity of this group should last at least one more year, for essentially this will be the same line that returns for next season.

Maybe there is a youth movement happening on the Notre Dame of- fensive unit.

Program in Global Community

Interest meeting for Program in Global Community

Study program in Cuernavaca, Mexico

Operated by Augsburg College Spring Semester

Tuesday, Oct. 11-7 pm, Center for Social Concerns

Outward Bound

Full registration fee $300. A $100 deposit is required at the time of registration. The $100 deposit is non-refundable. The balance is due by July 1, 1984. Check before registering to be sure these dates work for you. Outward Bound is approved by the American Council on Education.

The Marriott Octoberfest Buffet is every Wednesday from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the Looking Glass Restaurant. Adults $8.95 and children under 12, $4.95. Reservations are appreciated.

(219) 346-1504

Enjoy Octoberfest!

SOUTH BEND Marriott HOTEL

123 N. St. Joseph Street, South Bend, Indiana 46601

Marriott Octoberfest Buffet is every Wednesday from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Save $1.00 on each adult price of Marriott's Octoberfest with this coupon. Offer expires October 26, 1981. One coupon per table only.

Enjoy Octoberfest!

The Refusal

the life and death of Franz Jägersstätter

to be shown: Oct. 11-Hayes Healy Rm. 122
Oct. 12-Moreo Seminary
Oct. 13.Center for Social Concerns
8 pm, all evenings

Sponsored by Office of Campus Ministry

ARTS AND LETTERS BUSINESS SOCIETY

---Important Meeting---

Tonight, Tuesday Oct. 11 7 pm, 124 Hayes-Healy

NVA Pairings

MEN'S OPEN TENNIS NO. 1

Pepper (2564) v. Nunn (2404)

Pioneer (1800) v. Drouin (1550)

Higgin (2177) v. Bobach (2757)

Pio (1090) v. Lanny (2221)

P. Serrano — bye

MEN'S NOVICE SINGLES — SECOND ROUND

Kueh (2546) v. James (2455)

Mack (2018) v. Danny (2404)

Grend (2191) v. Nick (2549)

Grenn (2787) v. H. Schubert (275-7152)

Lyons (239-6284) v. D. Wolberg (272-7152)

Fay (1069) v. L. Demello (1348)

Fay (1069) v. J. Bosco
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Fate

Well Student, I'm Professor scrapbook everybody. I just want to tell everyone that we have a big show going on right now in my class room.

Yes, took our calvary of time out today... well our day I guess.

Right. What would I be doing if I didn't also just learn some sort that the life span of a wardrobe is.

So, yes! We know a hand... we hear it. Look, I'm good, good.

Photius

Oh, I'm just wishing, you know.

I'm just noticing... we know you.

Yes. Please, wait. Now we're doing it right. Our time to talk is some more. Have all papers.

Come now. I did the songs to whatever's around? Please, anyone. And in fact? Yes, my calvary. The fashion?

Oh, sorry! We were all hands. We hear it. Look, I'm good, good.

Mellish

Good evening in a landmark decision. This is the United States. This will be voted and the treasurers approved. An immediate dismounting in all.

Further, all military Portland will clear as of Monday next. Everything.

And that money will be appro priate to the countries of the third world.

ACTUALLY, I'M JUST FORDING RUSH CUSTODIAL IN FAMILY AS THE PEOPLE WERE OWNED DOWN IN.

Dave & Dave

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS 1 Monch 6 Curtail 10 Government agent 14 Bay window 15 Nevada mecca 16 Presage 17 Song words abbr. 20 Gnaws 21 Marsh 22 Clummy 23 Dread 25 Attitude 27 Wins 30 Separates by selection 34 Song words (french) 36 Alphabet 37 Suit to - 39 Greek undergound 40 Vessel. 41 choir 45 Clammy 47 Of equine - 48 Ecclese 49 Capacity measurement 51 Land - 56 Song words 57 Hymenop. - 58 Greek family 62 Concombing 63 Place for 64 Depleto 65 Mamie's maiden name 66 Church seats 67 Chits 71 DOWN 1 Avise 2 Plane surface 3 Try to lose weight 4 Escapes 5 Slippery 6 City on the Mississippi 7 Tea 8 In and outs 9 Bon 10 Certain steaks 11 Grimace 12 Take — lose the pool 13 Crazy home 14 Matenally related 15 Nevada 16 Bay window 17 Song words 18 Maternally 19 Catalouges 20 Tart 21 Italian 22 Mecca 23 Shot 24 Lamprey or moray 25 Olive and onion 26 Hobkney 27 Breed 28 Beautiful 29 Turn aside 30 Sadale 31 Acliques 32 Loose 33 The - 34 — — 35 — Haute 36 Carnival 37 Garden 38 — — 39 Garden 40 Bomb 41 Map 42 Dress edge 43 Robber 44 Charged atom 45 Wagened 46 Insects 47 City on the Mississippi 48 Tart 49 Tabbo 50 Light 51 Color 52 Toot 53 Steaks 54 Use a stethete 55 Tease 56 — — 57 Ages and ages 58 Orange 59 Unseen 60 - de France 61 Strange

Monday's Solution

© 1983 Tribune Company Syndicate, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Come On .N. Give It a Try

The Fall Festival Variety Show

Sign-up

All interested acts are needed to sign up before October 11 with either Mary Hronosec (3352) or Curt Shim (1527). The show will be November 1. Prizes will be awarded for the best acts.

CHAUTAUQUA

Presents

HAIR

Tuesday, Oct. 11

7:00, 9:00, 11:00

$1

Far Side

Common, medieval nightmare.
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**Soccer team wins two but loses in Milwaukee tournament finals**

By PHIL WOLF

The Notre Dame soccer team was busy this past weekend, playing three games and winning two of them.

The Irish kicked off the weekend last Friday night at Cantigny Park, pouring in a relatively weak team from Findlay, 6-0. The score was no contest from the first whistle, as the Irish constantly kept control of the ball in the Golden Dome shining behind the team.

One of the captains suggested that Chris Telk on the left side of the goal catch up to the ball on the left of the goal and shot it past the O iler goalkeeper Ward Rich Herdegen, who headed the ball back to the Irish Head Coach Rich Hunter called "a tough goal." The Irish kicked off the weekend to win their own tournament.

Make major contributions

**Perrino, Doerger crack lineup**

By THERON ROBERTS

There is no doubt a fiery Irish fan who hasn't noticed the surging of senior quarterback Steve Beuerlein's entry into the starting lineup. With the Irish's last three games, the Irish have scored goals in the second half at Miami, and has since done a fine job finishing in 24:25.7 and 24:27, the early leaders. Dillon and Cannon made major contributions on the offensive line during the last two weeks at the strong tackle and quick guard spots. Everyone knows that the Notre Dame offensive line packs a wealth of talent. The interesting thing about this talent is that it is so young — only one starter graduates at the end of the season.

**Chris Telk, shown here in earlier action, set up a Fareham goal last Friday, as the Notre Dame soccer team started a full weekend of soccer with a 6-0 win over Findlay. For more on the weekend's action, see Phil Wolf's story at left.**

The Observer/File Photo

**Irish lack desire**

**Bowling Green wins ND Invite**

By DAVID ROOP

After an enthusiastic Bowling Green cross country team competed against Notre Dame Invitational, one of the captains suggested that the team's performance was the best time since Notre Dame behind her team. In cross country it seems that desire in Irish doesn't tend to improve much.

On Friday September 30, a hungry Notre Dame team up against an extremely talented and favored Marquette team 1-0, 4-7 to win the National Catholic Meet.

Last Friday, a more inspired Bow ing Green squad handled the more talented Notre Dame conjunto its first loss of the season scoring 68-77, amongst a field of thirteen teams. Eastern Michigan finished third with 92 points to round out the top of the field.

The problems this Notre Dame team seemed to have last Friday did not lie with its leadership. Cannon, despite nursing a sore ankle that it had last year, was thought would make him in capable of running his usual race, showed his mental toughness by sticking to the game, once he got into the heat of competition.

Unlike last week, however, the supporting cast did not run up to par, as the Irish didn't have a pass from Chris Telk intended for Beuerlein, and Steranka's reaction to Cannons and Dillon's goals, finished their last home cross country races of the season.

The overall poor team effort of Notre Dame perplexed Carol, who had been somewhat psychoed up for the track.

"The team just didn't con centr at." said Carol. "We just let things slip. If everyone had run the same times as last week, we would have won by a big margin.

"I think this loss will help us, give us a little humility," continued Carol. "I wish we would have won, but we may have learned a valuable lesson today.

"Now Ed (Juda), Jim Tyler, Mike Collins, and myself know that we've got to be mentally tough, running from the start with everything we've got." said Carol.

The talent Juda, who ran 24:51 in the National Catholic Meet, was second off that pace Friday, running the final two miles in 10:19.

Friday's best effort probably belongs to junior Bill Courtney, who ran 20 seconds faster in the 5,000 meter that he did in National Catholic.

Courtney's time of 25:10 claimed the win for Birming ham fitness spot, and pushed Mike Collins out of the top five for the first time this season.

Courtney explained his success afterward.

"Cross country racing is a process that continues throughout the year. The practice sessions have gotten crisper, which enables us to go faster."

**Mike Perrino**

However, the depth of that line has been given the test over the past couple of weeks due to injuries so quick guard Tim Scannell and quick tackle Mike Shiner.

"We've tried to put the best per son in his best position," says Perrino's head coach Jimmy Higgins, as he explains the reason for the changes. Perrino has surfaced as the best man to fill in during Shiner's absence, seeing action in the second half at Miami, and has since done a fine job finishing in each of the past two games.

"I see my role as being a replace ment for Mike (Shiner)," says the 6-5, 272 pound Illinois native. "I planned to contribute a lot as a sopho more, so I don't feel surprised that I am the one getting the start."

"I think the toughest part about going out there is the preparation you have to do during the week."

Perrino came to Notre Dame in Head Coach Gerry Faust's second sweeping year of getting many of the top college prospects out of high school.

He was named to the Associated/Collegiate Coach Prep All America team, as well as being named to several Illinois all-star teams. He primarily played defensive end in high school, but figured to be utilized as an offensive lineman in the college ranks.

"I have put on about fifty pounds since football season senior year," Perrino says. "I guess you could say that was the big adjustment between high school and college.

"Mike is a strong, improving foot ball player, but he still needs a little more playing time to be as good as he can be," says Head Offensive Line Coach Carl Selmer. "He has played well against the teams that our whole line has done a good job against."

Tom Doerger's name seems to surface whenever a replacement is needed in the offensive line, due to an injury. He is now filling in for injured quick guard Tim Scannell.

Doerger started his career under the Golden Dome at the tackle position. After that, he had been the substitute for either center Mike Kelley or Scannell.

**Tom Doerger**

However, Ron Plante, another sophomore, has emerged as Kelley's backup, and Doerger has been working out both the strong and quick guard positions.

"Tom has the mental and physical agility needed to do well at both positions," says Higgins, who works with the centers and guards. "With the injuries that we have experienced, Tom is a good replace ment at either guard slot."

"He's like having two players in one." The 6-9, 272 pound Doerger went to La Salle High in Cincinnati, see YOUTH, page 10.